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Critical Energy Deficit in South Asia
• Rapidly growing consumption. Pakistan’s energy
consumption has grown by circa 75% in last 15 years
(PIP). India’s energy demand to grow by 132 %, China
and Brazil’s by “just” 71 % (BP Energy Outlook 2035).

• Serious power shortages at peak demand (12159
MW in India and 3971 MW in Pakistan in 2011/12. Data
- CEA, India; NTDC, Pakistan).

• Expensive or/and environmentally damaging
fuel mix dominated by coal (in India) and fuel oil (in
Pakistan).

• Energy shortages depress India’s and Pakistan’s
avg. GDP growth by 3 - 4 %.



Natural Gas As a “Game Changer” in 
Southwest Asia

• Gas is the best source to secure flexible power
generation (to address power shortages at peak
demand).

• Affordable cost: generally less than 0.8 million euro
per MW of installed capacity.

• There is a growing appetite for natural gas in India
and Pakistan is the most advanced gas user in the
region among energy importers (largest T & D in the
region: 11,045 km (T), 128,000 km (D); NGV, power, etc.
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Consumers: 6.7 Million
Transmission Network: 11,045 Km
Distribution Network:  128,758 Km
No. of Cities/Towns on gas: 307
No. of Villages on gas: 4,989



Natural Gas As a “Game Changer” in 
Southwest Asia

• Gas is the best source to secure flexible power
generation (to address power shortages at peak
demand).

• Affordable cost: generally less than 0.8 million euro
per MW of installed capacity.

• There is a growing appetite for natural gas in India
and Pakistan is the most advanced gas user in the
region among energy importers (largest T & D in the
region: 11,045 km (T), 128,000 km (D); NGV, power, etc.

• India and Pakistan are geographically close to the
region’s biggest reserves holders - Iran, Qatar and
Turkmenistan.



Major Pipeline Routes and Hydrocarbon
provinces (WEO – 2012, IEA)



Natural Gas Usage: Challenges

• Growing deficit. India’s gas shortage – 0.155 bcmd
during the 12th Five Year Plan. Pakistan’s gas deficit –
0.094 bcmd by 2017/18 and 0.24 bcmd by 2027/28.

• Insufficient or declining domestic production.
E.g. Pakistan’s (conventional) gas output may decrease
from the current 38.4 bcm to 13 bcm in 2035.

• Lack of importing infrastructure and pricing
issue (LNG sold at oil parity, etc.)

• Political & security challenges (e.g., Iran – Pakistan
pipeline, Afghanistan).



Possible Supply Scenarios

• Domestic conventional/unconventional resources.

• Importing more LNG. India is already the world’s
fifth largest LNG importer – 1.181 million tonnes
imported in 08/2013 alone (Platts), but at a high
(landing) price – $14.5 MMBtu (Petronet). Pakistan
considers LNG imports as well.

• India’s pricing reform (tariffs increased from $4.2 to
$5.61 per MMBtu beginning November 2014) – a first
step ahead?

• Pakistan and, at to a lesser extend, India are keen on
getting access to Central Asian and potentially Iranian
pipeline gas.



Pipeline Politics and Supply Scenarios

• Iran – Pakistan pipeline (0.25 bcfd, 2015+
0.5 bcfd, 2018; 0.75 bcfd, 2020; price traget -
$ 11/MMBTu/$100 Brent). Data compiled by
Sir Syed CASE Institute, Islamabad.



IP Gas Pipeline (map courtesy of PIP)



Pipeline Politics and Supply Scenarios

• Iran – Pakistan pipeline (0.25 bcfd, 2015+ 0.5 bcfd,
2018; 0.75 bcfd, 2020; price traget - $
11/MMBTu/Brent at $100/barrel). Data compiled by
Sir Syed CASE Institute, Islamabad.

• The Trans-Afghan Pipeline (TAPI). Cost estimates:
$7.5 - $12 billion, supplies up to 16.5 bcma; price
target - $11 MMBtu (Brent at $100/barrel).

• Need to discuss more flexible price to
accommodate producers. What is the fair
price?



TAPI Gas Pipeline (map courtesy of PIP)



Pipeline Politics and Supply Scenarios

• Iran – Pakistan pipeline (0.25 bcfd, 2015+
0.5 bcfd, 2018; 0.75 bcfd, 2020; price
traget - $ 11/MMBTu/$100 Brent). Data
compiled by Sir Syed CASE Institute,
Islamabad.

• The Trans-Afghan Pipeline (TAPI). Cost
estimates: $7.5 - $12 billion, supplies up to
33 bcma; price target - $11 MMBtu/100
Brent.

• Pakistan, more than India bets on pipeline
imports, but India will also need
alternative pipeline gas.



Towards Regional Energy Governance

• Energy Charter could provide legal “umbrella” for TAPI
and regional transit in general?

• Building a web of regional organizations under the same
umbrella: who will take the lead?

• Regional investment / public-private partnerships.
Project-based energy cooperation in the Southwest Asia
might even mirror the positive spillover effect of the
European Coal and Steel Community, which laid the
foundation for the European Union.

• Key challenges: security, investment, lack of multilateral
energy cooperation, access to upstream, pricing issues.
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